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Abstract

We present a model for application-level fault tolerance for parallel applications. The objective is to achieve

high reliability with minimal impact on the application. Our approach is based on a full replication of all parallel

application components in a distributed wide-area environment in which each replica is independently scheduled in

a different site. A system architecture for coordinating the replicas is described. The fault tolerance mechanism is

being added to a wide-area scheduler prototype in the Legion parallel processing system. A performance evaluation

of the fault tolerant scheduler and a comparison to the traditional means of fault tolerance, checkpoint-recovery, is

planned.1

1.0  Introduction 

Distributed networks of heterogeneous workstations have the potential to become the domi-

nant platform for high-performance computing. One obstacle to realizing this potential is reliabil -

ity or fault tolerance. Reliabili ty becomes increasingly important as the computing environment is

scaled to a wide-area system. Several wide-area computing environments are being proposed

including Legion [7], Infospheres [3], and Globus [6]. Legion provides fault tolerance for system

components, but only supports fault tolerance for user applications that contain stateless compo-

nents [9]. A large wide-area system that contains hundreds to thousands of machines and multiple

1.  This work was partially funded by NSF ASC-9625000.
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networks has a small mean time to failure. Failure modes include machine faults where hosts go

down, get rebooted, etc., and network faults where links go down. A solution for application-level

fault tolerance that masks these failure modes is needed.

We have defined three properties for a solution to the fault tolerance problem for parallel

applications. First and foremost, a solution must be efficient and not compromise the performance

of the application. Second, the desired level of reliability must be easily controlled by the end-

user since greater reliability will have a greater cost. Third, a solution must not require substantial

code changes within the application. Ideally, the end-user would submit their application to the

system and the system would ensure that it runs to completion.

The most common technique for achieving fault tolerance in software is checkpoint-recovery.

The problem with this approach is that application-level checkpointing and recovery can slow

down the application. Furthermore, checkpoint-recovery is diff icult to do for parallel jobs with

tasks spread across multiple processors where messages may be in transit. Additionally, check-

point code must be inserted into the application. The alternative of system-level checkpointing is

a promising idea, but is not likely to be supported across all of the different platforms in a wide-

area heterogeneous system.

Instead, we exploit the possibil ity that a wide-area collection of machines may be highly

underutili zed and propose a job replication strategy to achieve fault tolerance. For parallel jobs,

we replicate all constituent tasks since a parallel job wil l li kely fail or deadlock if any of its con-

stituent tasks fail2. This approach requires some replica coordination and extra computing

resources. However, the latter may be mediated by the large amount of available resources in a

wide-area system. For example, a parallel job could be redundantly scheduled in n different sites.

The fault tolerance mechanism and the scheduling system must therefore work together. Replicat-

ing a parallel job within the same site could also be supported, but it must be done carefully to

avoid swamping the available computation and communication resources of the site. The fault tol-

erance mechanism is being added to a wide-area run-time scheduler prototype [13].

A number of projects are addressing the fault tolerance for parallel and distributed systems.

Most of these approaches require some form of state-saving or checkpointing. Checkpointing pre-

sents the unpleasant choice of inserting checkpoint statements, with a resulting loss of perfor-

2.  By fail we mean that the machine running the task has failed.
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mance, or accepting more losses when failures occur and rollbacks must be initiated. In the case

of causally dependent processes, an exponential number of rollbacks may be required [11].

Calypso [1] optimizes state-saving in a shared-memory environment. With shared memory meth-

ods, there is a risk that a variable will be overwritten within the shared environment. Calypso

addresses the issue by using evasion [4], committing a machine called the “progress manager” to

store needed information. When parallel processing is combined with fault tolerance, there is a

compounding of overheads which must be paid even in the absence of failures. A further diff i-

culty is that programs often need to be rewritten or restructured, and fault tolerance may not be

well implemented [4]. 

In contrast, the Conch system [5] provides a mechanism to replace failed processes and repair

the topology. Currently used in Eclipse, the system doesn’ t provide automatic restoration of state.

Instead it provides mechanisms that can be used to establish a scheme to resist failures within an

application.

Portabili ty of fault tolerant distributed programs is another important issue [10]. The use of

high level checkpoint statements within the code can substantially enhance the portabil ity for a

relatively low cost in terms of user transparency, but the overhead may be large. Automated inser-

tion of checkpoints simplify the programmer’s task, but with a loss of portability. Our approach

seeks to keep the best of these methods, such as portabili ty and low overhead, while minimizing

such problems as the loss of transparency. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2.0 introduces the system architecture that sup-

ports run-time scheduling and fault tolerance. Section 3.0 describes the details of the fault tolerant

scheduling algorithm. Section 4.0 describes the necessary application changes and Section 5.0

presents the implementation status and summary. 

2.0  System Architecture

The network is organized as a collection of sites. A site is a separate administrative domain

with its own resources, resource management policies, file systems, etc. Each site runs a schedul-

ing manager (SM) that manages the site resources, see Figure 1. For ill ustration we present a sim-

pler network model in which a site contains computing resources connected on a single network.

In reality, most sites contain several subnetworks of computers and we have developed a hierar-

chical network model to reflect this organization [14]. The SM’s work together to make global
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scheduling decisions for parallel jobs. When a parallel job is submitted to the system for execu-

tion, a number of SM’ s (including the local SM) are asked to provide the best candidate schedule,

i.e., set of machines at their respective sites. Once the best set is determined, the parallel job is

sent to that site for execution. This is the basis of the wide-area scheduler discussed in [13]. A site

SM ultimately initiates the execution of a parallel job across the machines contained in the sched-

ule. To initiate execution the SM enlists the execution manager (EM) which runs on every

machine within the site. The EM3 is responsible for the instantiation and termination of tasks. We

have extended the SM with the additional capabilit ies to terminate, reschedule, and monitor the

health of a job replica − these capabiliti es will be needed in support of replica management. A job

table is kept within the SM to keep track both of jobs executing in the site (possibly sent from

another SM) and jobs initially sent to the site from the user (possibly scheduled elsewhere). Jobs

initially sent to the site are monitored by that SM, called the home SM. A hypothetical job table is

shown for site s0 in Table 1. The end-user originally sent Job 1 to the SM at s0 and the system

scheduled three replicas in sites s1, s2, and s5. Job 2 was originally sent to s4 but was transferred

from s4 and scheduled in site s0. The other parts of the table will be explained later.

Additional system components are needed to support fault tolerance. One component is the

Resource Manager (RM), which is also used to support the wide-area scheduler. Each machine in

a site runs a RM with one RM designated to be the site RM (SRM). Each RM periodically deter-

mines the state of local CPU resources in terms of memory, CPU, and network usage and commu-

nicates a record of this information to the SRM.4 If a host RM does not respond in a selected time-

3.  Formerly the execution responsibiliti es were handled by the LS (local scheduler) in [13].

Figure 1: Site-based architecture
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window, info-interval, it is assumed that the host is down. If no host RM replies, then the SRM

will conclude that the network is down. The SM periodically queries the SRM to obtain machine

and network status to monitor the health of any job replicas running within the site. With this

information the SM can determine if a currently running job has suffered a machine or network

failure. A network or machine failure means that the job is down and the SM must terminate the

job and reclaim the job’s resources via the appropriate EM’s. A network failure may be tolerated

if the parallel tasks simply time-out and retry until the network comes back. Network failure-resil -

ient jobs will be supported in the future. Currently, we assume that a network failure will disable

the job. If the network is down, the SM wil l mark the job for future termination since it will not be

able to communicate with the EM’s to do so. In fact, if the network is down, no SRM message wil l

arrive and the SM must conclude that the network is down, and all parallel jobs have faulted. The

SM wil l report this condition to the home SM for each job that it was running. We defer the details

of the monitoring process and the fault tolerance scheduling algorithm until the next section.

Another piece of the system architecture is the I/O Server (IS). The IS is launched by the

application and runs on the machine in the home site from which the job was initiated. All I/O

operations for a job are performed by the IS to prevent race conditions on files accessed by the

replicas. Since it is launched by the application, it has the necessary access privileges for files. We

also use this mechanism to insure that tty I/O is performed exactly once. While it may do no harm

to have multiple replicas read from a disk file, multiple copies of I/O messages to the tty would be

irritating to the end-user. All I/O is performed with respect to files located at the submitting site,

see Figure 2. Here two job replicas are performing I/O from different sites (the circles are tasks).

Some systems such as Legion have support for a global file space across multiple administrative

domains. This mechanism could be used for remote I/O operations in a Legion implementation,

but exactly-once semantics would have to be supported. A picture of the system components

4.  This information is used to support the scheduling process and is not described here.

Job Id (n, k) type home site
machine 
schedule

last 
monitored replica locations and star t t ime

1 3, 2 home s0 ---- 10:15 s1 (10:10), s2 (10:10), s5 (10:10)
2 ---- remote s4 m1, m2, m3 10:18 ---

Table 1: Job table for SM at site s0
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within a single site is shown in Figure 3 (four CPU’s are depicted). The placement of the SM,

SRM and EM may be specified during system configuration. Another important issue is fault tol-

erance of the system architecture itself. For example, when a host fails, all system components

running on that host fail as well. When a host comes back, all system components must be

restarted. We assume that the host running the SM and IS wil l not fail since they are stateful. A

more complete solution for system-level fault tolerance that relaxes this assumption wil l be sup-

ported later.

In general, all non-idempotent operations have be handled in a manner similar to I/O. For

example, if the job accesses and updates a remote database in a non-idempotent fashion, a mecha-

nism is needed to insure exactly-once updates. For now, we provide a solution for the more com-

mon problem of I/O only.

Figure 2: I/O within the IS
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The IS executes local I/O operations with exactly-once semantics on a per-job basis. To sup-

port exactly-once semantics, all I/O’s are numbered and the IS buffers the results of prior I/O

operations, see Table 2 for illustration. The IS also stores a table of open files that is not shown.

The job has completed a read I/O (#1) and a write I/O (#2) − the IS stores the bytes fetched for

read operations and the number of bytes written for write operations. When subsequent replicas

issue I/O #1 or #2, no I/O is performed and the result stored in the table is returned. This has the

nice side-effect of speeding up the replicas. The table entries are purged when the job finishes.

When the tables become large, their entries must be written to disk. This scheme assumes that the

replicas issue the identical number of I /O’s. This may or may not be true depending on how a rep-

lica is scheduled. For example, if a data parallel job is scheduled using a different number of pro-

cessors (hence a different number of tasks), and the tasks themselves perform the I/O, then the

number of I/O’s may differ between replicas. We could require that all job replicas perform an

identical number of I/O’s, but this would be too restrictive. 

A better solution for I/O that solves this problem is to allow all replicas to have their own

local copies of f iles and to provide AFS-like session semantics. This has the advantage of remov-

ing the IS bottleneck for large-scale I/O operations, eliminating the problem of memory consumed

by the I/O table, and providing potentially cheaper file access. It does not solve the tty I/O prob-

lem since tty I/O must still be performed exactly once in the home site. Thus, the IS must still per-

form tty I/O. Since the amount of tty I/O will li kely be small , the IS should not pose much of a

bottleneck. In this scheme when the first replica finishes, its output files are written back to the

initiating site. The replicated file solution is more complex and introduces file protection prob-

lems since the “system” will own the file copies and not the user. These problems will be

addressed and this scheme will be implemented after the initial prototype using the IS file I/O

solution is operational.

I /O # Type
Result
(char * or int)

1 read “smith dave 23.4 ...” 
2 write 256 (bytes)

Table 2: I/O table
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One problem with the system architecture is that the local site is not resili ent to failure. If the

local site goes down, then another site must assume the replica coordination duties of the local

site. In many cases, the application may simply fail if the local site goes down. For example, nec-

essary tty I/O cannot be executed if the console is unreachable. This take-over protocol and sys-

tem component restarting are the subject of future work. 

3.0  Fault Tolerant Scheduling Algor ithm

The fault tolerant scheduling algorithm (FTSA) is triggered by the arrival of a job for sched-

uling to the home site SM. Along with the job, two values are specified by the user, the number of

desired replicas, n, and the replica threshold, k, where n ≥ k. The FTSA algorithm uses the wide-

area scheduling algorithm (WA) described in [13]. WA chooses a set of candidate sites for job

execution (including the home site) and orders them by an estimate of the job completion time

using each site. Sufficient information about the job is made available to estimate the run-time of

the job using different candidate schedules. WA then picks the best site. Here, we modify WA to

pick the best n sites that are available and mark each replica with a time-stamp that is stored with

the home SM to indicate the replica start time.

The system must ensure that k replicas are running. That is, the number of replicas may fall

below n due to replica failure, but not below k. This mechanism is helpful in avoiding a hasty

response to a false-positive. For example, if the network link between a remote SM and the home

SM is temporarily down, the system may conclude that a replica is down. However, if the replica

threshold is still met, no action is taken. Later the replica may come back to li fe when the link

comes back. If the number of replicas exceed n, then a replica is selected for termination. The sys-

tem will terminate the replica that has made the least progress. 

The values of n and k represent hints to the system − they may not be achievable in practice

due to available resources. If these values are left unspecified, the system wil l choose n and k by

default. We will configure the system with n=3 and k=2 initially, but these default values may

change adaptively depending on the reliability of the wide-area environment.

Once the initial set of replicas is scheduled, the home SM monitors the health of the replicas

by querying their status from the remote SM’s. All sites that have scheduled a job replica, includ-

ing those that were previously unreachable, are queried. Based on the reply of each SM, the num-
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ber of healthy replicas h is determined and compared with k. At this point the home SM, takes one

of three actions:

•nothing when (n ≥ h ≥ k)
•selects a replica for termination when (h > n)
•selects another site for scheduling if available when (h < k)

The steps in the FTSA algorithm are informally described in Figure 4. The parameter replica-

interval is the time-frame between checking the health of the replicas. It should be related to the

projected job completion time. For instance, if a job will run for a few hours, then it may be mon-

itored every 10 or 15 minutes. On the other hand, a job that will run for 20 minutes should be

monitored more frequently. The replica-interval wil l be determined empirically. One optimiza-

tion is to have the remote SM piggyback and combine status information about multiple jobs.

Another optimization is to allow a remote SM to notify the home SM when it detects that a replica

is down due to host failure. Instead of waiting for the next monitoring interval to observe the fail -

ure, this would allow a more rapid response. 

The inner-loop (step 5) is actually running all of the time with the home SM checking the sta-

tus of all j obs that have been submitted to it. It keeps track of the last time the status of a particular

job was queried to determine when the next check should be performed. The SM will be multi-

threaded to support both remote monitoring of job replicas and to control local job execution (e.g.,

return results from job execution).

Figure 4: FTSA algorithm

1. New job arrives to home SM (J, n, k), unique job id is generated

2. Candidate sites are selected (run WA algorithm) and ordered, adjust n and k if necessary

3. Pick best n sites, tell remote SM’ s to execute J, add replicas and time-stamp to job table

4. While not done

5. Every replica-interval 

Query all remote SM’ s for J’ s status, determine h

if any replica is done

Tell all remote SM’ s to terminate their replicas, modify job table

Return result to user

else if (h > n)

Pick last replica from set to terminate, tell remote SM

else if (h < k)

Pick next site from set (if available), tell remote SM to execute J, add to job table

End replica-interval

End While
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The FTSA overhead consists primarily of job monitoring which will have minimal impact on

the finishing time of the application. This approach relies on the expectation that of the initial set

of replicas, the probabilit y is very high that one wil l complete. If this is not the case, then perfor-

mance may suffer particularly for long-running jobs. For example, if all replicas were to fail

around the same time and after running for a long time, then a new replica would not be scheduled

until after a long time has passed. The end-user would observe a large slowdown in the finishing

time of the application. For long-running jobs, one of the replicas could be designated to perform

checkpoints as a fail-safe mechanism.

4.0  Application Changes

The only application changes that are required involve I/O and other non-idempotent opera-

tions to insure exactly-once execution semantics for job replicas. We have a solution for the I/O

problem as described earlier. All I/O is performed by the IS running in the home site from which

the job was submitted. Within the application, all I/O operations must be converted to RPC’s to

the IS. Initially, the user will be required to write code using the IS interface for I/O. Ultimately,

the transformation from standard I/O operations to IS operations could be generated by a com-

piler.

When the replica is launched, the home site passes the appropriate IS5 handle to each replica

to enable the necessary communication for I/O. For example, the C++-like code fragment in Fig-

ure 5 il lustrates how I/O is performed. The type io_rec  is used for both input and output I/O, it

contains a size field in bytes and a buffer of that size. The variable which_IO  is initialized to 1

when the replica is started. 

5.0  Implementation Status and Summary

A prototype of the fault tolerant scheduler is being developed for the Legion parallel process-

ing system [7] − a wide-area computing environment developed at the University of Virginia. The

wide-area portion of the scheduler prototype is completed [13] and is being modified to support

the FTSA algorithm. The system components, SM, RM, EM, and IS wil l be implemented as

Legion objects. All communication is via RPC using Legion’s reliable UDP-based communica-

5.  The IS is instantiated by a program run by the user that is not shown here.
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tion system. Once operational, the prototype will allow us to determine the efficacy of our

approach, to select appropriate parameter values for FTSA including replica-interval and info-

interval, and to determine the overheads. We will be using a suite of Legion applications (includ-

ing those with I/O) to run using FTSA including a stencil -based PDE solver. We will also imple-

ment a checkpoint-recovery version of one or more of these applications for comparison. 

After the performance of the initial prototype is characterized, the optimized I/O solution wil l

be implemented by adding file replication, removing the IS bottleneck. The next step will be to

provide system fault tolerance by restarting system components after failure and to make the local

site more resilient.
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